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Adult assembly required.

Please read the following instructions and warnings carefully.
Keep this instruction manual for future reference.*

For support call 1-800-268-6237 or contact us at
www.summerinfant.com/contact

Keep small parts away from children.
Styles & colors may vary.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
8 Piece Nursery Set
Your baby will sleep tight and safe with the Giggle Gang Nursery Collection. The 8 Piece Nursery Set
was designed to help you create a beautiful nursery, while o�ering a safer solution for crib bedding.
Please read our Safe & Sound Sleep Guide for more information on keeping your little one sleeping safe.

*Tools Required: 2 Nails and Hammer / 2 Screws and Phillips or Flathead Screwdriver (Not Included)

        WARNING:
Failure to follow these warnings and the instructions could result in death or serious injury.

CRIB SNUGWRAP™: To prevent entanglement or strangulation, position ties to outside of crib and be sure they are secured. Remove Crib SnugWrap™
when child can sit up unaided or can pull to a standing position. This product is intended for, and is designed to fit, a standard infant's crib. If the crib
is any size other than standard, do not use. Please take the time to install correctly. When fastening this product to the crib, ALL TIES SHOULD BE
SECURELY TIED TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE CRIB SLATS OR POSTS.

Please check periodically to see that ALL ties remain firmly tied. Failure to install property and keep ties securely tied to the outside of the crib could
cause injury to infants.

SOLID SIDE CRIBS: Do not use Crib SnugWrap™  panel that cannot be properly secured to crib. Tuck panel underneath mattress.

Remove adult bedding and stuffed toys from crib.

DO NOT USE Crib SnugWrap™ if all ties cannot be securely attached to the crib.

DO NOT add makeshift ties.

COMFORTER: To prevent suffocation, do not put comforter in a crib or near an area where an infant may sleep. Comforters are a decorative item only
and are not intended for an infant's use. Infant should never be placed to sleep on top of quilts, comforters or other soft bedding.

CRIB SHEET: Prevent possible strangulation or entanglement. Never use crib sheet unless it fits securely on crib mattress.

SWADDLEME®: Baby should be lightly clothed for sleep at room temperature comfortable for a lightly clothed adult (67ºF to 72ºF). Baby should not feel
hot to the touch. Do not use SwaddleMe with an undersized infant around whom the wings cannot be snug. Do not allow fabric to cover infant’s mouth
or nose. Discontinue use if:
• The fastenings are damaged.
• Baby is able to roll from back to stomach position while swaddled.
• Baby is able to break free of SwaddleMe.

SWADDLEME® SACK: Baby should be lightly clothed for sleep at room temperature comfortable for a lightly clothed adult (67ºF to 72ºF). Baby should
not feel hot to the touch. Do not use product if the infant’s head can pass through the neck-hole when product is fastened for use. Do not allow fabric
to cover infant’s mouth or nose. Discontinue use of product if the fastenings are damaged.
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CONTENTS:

• 1 Crib SnugWrap™ • 1 SwaddleMe®

• 1 Comforter • 1 SwaddleMe® Sack
• 1 Crib Sheet • 2 Wall Clips 
• 1 Crib Skirt

STEP 5: Insert crib mattress into place.
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STEP 3: Proceed to tie corners of each side
of Crib SnugWrap™ panels to corner posts,
ensuring that all ties are facing out.
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STEP 4: Tie rest of Crib SnugWrap™ ties
to crib slats, ensuring that all ties are facing out.
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STEP 6: Ensure that all ties are securely fastened. 
If ties have loosened, re-tie.
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How to properly install Crib SnugWrap™
on a standard crib with fully open sides:

*Warning label on base must face up.

STEP 1: Remove crib mattress from crib.
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STEP 2: Place Crib SnugWrap™ in crib
with platform resting on mattress base.*
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Swaddling Simplified!

1 Align baby’s shoulders with top
of open wrap. Tuck legs inside
leg pocket then open tab at top
of leg pocket.

2 Wrap left wing over baby’s torso and tuck
under baby’s opposite arm. Secure tab to
top of leg pocket.

3 Place right wing over left and secure
opened tabs to fabric patch on left wing.
Wings should be snug over baby’s chest.
Always place babies on their backs
to sleep.

*Warning label on base must face up.

How to properly install Crib SnugWrap™
on a crib with solid sides and open sides:

STEP 1: Remove crib mattress from crib.
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STEP 2: Place Crib SnugWrap™ in crib
with platform resting on mattress base.*
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STEP 3: Proceed to tie corners of each side
of Crib SnugWrap™ panels to corner posts,
ensuring that all ties are facing out.
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STEP 5: Tie rest of Crib SnugWrap™ ties
to crib slats, ensuring that all ties are facing out.
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STEP 4: Crib SnugWrap™ panels that face
a solid side should be laid flat on platform
to be tucked under mattress.
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STEP 6: Insert crib mattress into place. Make
sure that the unused panels are properly tucked
under mattress.
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STEP 7: Ensure that all ties are securely fastened. 
If ties have loosened, re-tie.
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STEP 1: Determine where to install the comforter
clips so that they can hold the comforter up at each
upper corner.
IMPORTANT:
When determining the location, mount on a wall
clearly out of a standing baby’s reach.
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STEP 3: Hang the comforter from the clips
by opening the clips and sliding the comforter
in between the clip mechanism. Close the clips
around the comforter to finish.
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How to properly install Comforter Clips:
(Mounting Hardware Not Included)

Care Instructions:
CRIB SNUGWRAP™: 
Machine wash cold, gentle cycle. Use only non-chlorine bleach
when needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Do not iron.

COMFORTER: 
Machine wash cold, gentle cycle. Use only non-chlorine bleach
when needed. Tumble dry low, remove promptly. Do not iron.

CRIB SHEET: 
Wash before first use. Machine wash cold with like colors, gentle cycle.
Use non-chlorine bleach only if needed. Tumble dry, low heat. Iron if needed.

CRIB SKIRT:
Machine wash cold with like colors, gentle cycle. Use non-chlorine
bleach only if needed. Tumble dry low. Cool iron. Do not iron platform.

SWADDLEME®: 
Wash before first use. Close the three tabs before washing. Machine
wash cold, gentle cycle with like colors. Use non-chlorine bleach only
if needed. Tumble dry, low heat. 

SWADDLEME® SACK: 
Wash before first use. Machine wash cold, gentle cycle with like colors.
Use non-chlorine bleach only if needed. Tumble dry, low heat. 

STEP 2: Place your nails or screw (not included)
into the wall at a 45 degree angle.
IMPORTANT:
If nail or screw is not at a 45 degree angle,
the clip may slip off the nail/screw.
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Using a nail

Using a screw
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www.summerinfant.com

We LOVE our consumers!
Get to know us at:

Summer Infant stands behind all of its products. 
If you are not completely satisfied or have any questions,

please contact our Consumer Relations Team at
1-800-268-6237 or www.summerinfant.com/contact

(For Europe call +44 (0)208 420 4429 or
customerserviceuk@summerinfant.com)

connect with us:


